
 W800 CAFE
T H E  O R I G I N A L  I C O N

LIMITED WARRANTY

The Kawasaki W800 CAFE motorcycle comes with a 12-month limited warranty. 

UP TO FOUR YEARS ADDITIONAL COVERAGE

Let Kawasaki protect your new vehicle for years to come with Kawasaki Protection Plus™. This plan repairs 

or replaces covered components free of charge if found defective in material or workmanship. Everything 

about the plan is easy: There’s no deductible. It’s honored at every authorized Kawasaki dealer nationwide. It’s 

transferable to another owner with no fee. Just ask your dealer how you can purchase additional coverage of 

12, 24, 36, or 48 months, depending on the model and plan purchased. FL Lic #65500, Kawasaki Motors Corp., 

U.S.A., PO Box 25252, Santa Ana, CA 92799, (949) 770-0400.

KAWASAKI CARES

Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and proper apparel. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

Read Owner’s Manual and all on-product warnings. Professional riders shown on a closed course. 

©2019 Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A., Printed in U.S.A.
P/N 99969-3736

Non U.S. model specs may be depicted. Equipment illustrated and specifications may vary to meet individual markets.



The Kawasaki W motorcycle has never known conformity. At its inception, the 1966 

Kawasaki W1 650 represented Kawasaki’s quest for speed and was a true competitor to the 

well-established Western manufacturers. From there, Kawasaki’s first twin cylinder, 

four-stroke powered motorcycles evolved into the W1SS, W2, W2TT, W3, and went on to 

pave the way for future Kawasaki legends. 

The Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan solidified the 1966 W1 650 as one of the 

greats by voting it a landmark of Japanese automotive technology. Today, Kawasaki W1 and 

W2 motorcycles are highly sought-after collectibles.

Preserving the authenticity of the famed W1, the W800 CAFE has been modernized for 

trailblazers who prefer to ride to the throaty roar of timeless performance.
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 2019 W800 CAFE

   UNMISTAKABLE
AUTHENTICITY 

The 1960s spirit runs deep in the 2019 

Kawasaki W800 CAFE motorcycle. For 2019, 

Kawasaki brings class-leading authentic 

styling, sound and feel to the category of 

retro motorcycles. In building the W800 

CAFE, Kawasaki has meticulously 

crafted one of the most authentic 

retro bikes in appearance and 

design, paying homage to 

the past, all while tastefully 

incorporating modern 

technology and features.

The distinct pulse of the classic vertical twin engine invites you back to the 1960s, but an 

integration of modern technology will bring you forward to modern day. Electric start offers 

easy and dependable starting while modern fuel injection ensures clean, consistent engine 

performance. Front and rear disc brakes with standard ABS deliver strong braking performance, 

while the Assist and Slipper clutch provides light clutch pull and helps prevent rear-wheel hop 

during aggressive downshifting.

MODERN TECHNOLOGY

As a nod to genuine vintage design, the air-cooled 

vertical twin-cylinder 773cc four-stroke engine features 

a distinct bevel gear-driven camshaft. The long-stroke 

360˚ crankshaft engine churns out a steady pulse of rich 

low-end torque for a visceral experience that can only 

come from a timeless classic. 

ENGINE

True to the style of traditional café motorcycles, the 

Kawasaki W800 CAFE is designed to deliver active 

handling. A touch of modern performance meets vintage 

style with the all-new twin-shock chassis, including firm 

suspension and a rigid frame. 18-inch front and rear 

wheels offer sporty handling.  

PERFORMANCE

Metallic Magnesium Gray/Galaxy Silver

Non U.S. model specs may be depicted. Equipment illustrated and specifications may vary to meet individual markets.
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 2019 W800 CAFE

  BREAK THE
STATUS QUO

The W800 CAFE motorcycle is equipped with unique, eye-catching 

features, such as the low M-shaped clubman-style handlebar and a 

bobbed front fender. The forward-leaning position is reminiscent of the 

original café racer machines while the exhaust forms a smooth and stylish 

curve around the engine, with slim chambers of the peashooter-style 

silencers culminating in long tail pipes. Its unmistakable iconic heritage 

can be heard through its throaty exhaust note, creating a hearty roar to 

complement every twist of the throttle. 

W1 INSPIRED

The two-person café seat provides style and comfort while 

a blacked-out engine, traditional instrumentation panel and 

black alumite-coated rims create a modern feel disguised in 

distinct 1960s fashion. The neutral ergonomics perfectly suit 

the versatile nature of the W800 CAFE motorcycle, offering 

a lively ride through the hills or a comfortable cruise through 

town with a passenger.

AUTHENTIC ROOTS

It doesn’t get more genuine than the café-racer style front cowl 

and vintage round headlamp. In a nod to the café racers that 

characterized the Golden Age of motorcycling, this contoured 

element brings classic attitude together with modern 

aerodynamics and LED functionality for head-turning looks 

and offers added wind protection on the road.

CAFÉ-RACER STYLE FRONT COWL

Non U.S. model specs may be depicted. Equipment illustrated and specification 
may vary to meet individual markets. 

2019 W800 CAFE SPECS

W800 CAFE in Metallic Magnesium Gray/Galaxy Silver
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ENGINE 4-stroke, vertical twin, SOHC, 8 valves, air-

cooled

DISPLACEMENT 773cc

BORE X STROKE 77.0 x 83.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 8.4:1

MAXIMUM TORQUE 46.4 lb-ft @ 4,800 rpm

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® with 34mm throttle bodies (2)

IGNITION Digital

TRANSMISSION 5-speed, return shift

FINAL DRIVE Sealed chain

ELECTRONIC RIDER AIDS Assist and Slipper Clutch

FRONT SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

41mm Telescopic fork/5.1 in

REAR SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Twin shocks with spring preload
adjustability/4.2 in

FRONT TIRE 100/90-18M/C 56H

REAR TIRE 130/80-18M/C 66H

FRONT BRAKES Single 320mm disc with 2-piston calipers,
ABS

REAR BRAKES Single 270mm disc with 2-piston caliper,
ABS

FRAME TYPE Double-cradle high tensile steel

RAKE/TRAIL 26.0°/3.7 in

OVERALL LENGTH 84.1 in

OVERALL WIDTH 32.5 in

OVERALL HEIGHT 44.7 in

GROUND CLEARANCE 5.1 in

SEAT HEIGHT 31.1 in

CURB WEIGHT 489.5 lb**

FUEL CAPACITY 4.0 gal

WHEELBASE 57.7 in

SPECIAL FEATURES Sound Tuning

COLOR CHOICES Metallic Magnesium Gray/Galaxy Silver

WARRANTY 12 Month Limited Warranty

KAWASAKI PROTECTION
PLUS™ (OPTIONAL)

12, 24, 36 or 48 months

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of
fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). When equipped, California
evaporative emissions equipment adds approximately 2.2 lb.
Specifications subject to change.
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